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Abstract: The purpose of this study was to describe the implementation of cooperative learning model quiz-quiz trade and inside-outside circle in improving the students’ communicative skills and learning outcomes on social science lessons. The subject is grade VIII junior high school Satu Atap Melai One Wakatobi in Academic Year 2016/2017 consisting of 20 students; 8 men and 12 women. The type of this research is Classroom Action Research. The data collection instrument consisted of the observation sheet activities of teachers and students, tests, interviews and documentation. This research was conducted in two cycles, each cycle consisting of four times. Each cycle consists of planning, implementing, collaborative observation, and reflection. The results of the study were, the percentage of implementation of cooperative learning model quiz-quiz trade and inside-outside circle was conducted by the teacher on cycle 1st achieved 80.90% and in cycle 2nd increased became 93.45% and students in cycle 1st got 77.99% and cycle 2nd became 14.42%. The percentage of students communicate skills on cycle 1st of 75.52% increased into 84.04% in cycle 2nd. The percentage of student learning outcomes in the cycle 1st was 45% and it increased into 90% in cycle 2nd. The conclusions from the results of this research showed that through the implementation of cooperative learning model quiz-quiz trade and inside-outside circle could improve the implementation of the learning process of teachers and students as well as communicating skills could improve the students’ learning outcomes on social science lessons in junior high school Satu Atap Melai One Wakatobi.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Based on observation that was done by researchers of social science learning in junior high school Satu Atap Melai One Wakatobi on 18 March and 20 August 2016 found that there were some problems encountered in the learning process in the classroom so that it has not been appropriate on what was expected. The problems that have found by the researcher were: 1) the teacher in the learning process of the social science in the classroom was still using conventional learning model that focused on teacher centre. The most dominant methods used were lecturing, asking questions, and giving assignments; 2) teachers in the learning process also dominated the talks while students were forced to sit, hear or record the subject matter delivered by the teacher; 3) in the process of social science learning in the classroom, the teacher was less creative in using learning models that exist, so the learning process that occurs only delivering the material; and 4) in the learning process of the social science in the classroom, the students were no courage, feeling of fear, rigid and erred in asking the question or opinion and answered the teacher’s questions at the time of questioning or discussion group so that communication that happened was not the maximum.

In this case, it could negatively affect the results of the study and students’ communicative skills. The low results of students’ learning and communicative skills in class VIII junior high school Satu Atap Melai One needed possible solutions and efforts. Because of this continues always happened so that the students were getting lazy to study social science lessons and feel boring. This condition caused social science learning process becoming unpleasant for the student as learners. Therefore, there should be an effort to make students feel happy and interested in social science lessons in the classroom, so hopefully it can improve the results of learning and students’ communicative skills on social studies lessons.

The opportunity in communicating has actually started in learning that was conducted by the teacher, it can be seen from the discussion and questioning that are often done in the classroom. However, the expected communication skills haven't developed optimally. Communicative Skills are indispensable in the process of learning. In line with the statement from Dipalaya, Susilo, & Corebima (2016:1714) communicative skills are indispensable to achieve the successfull in learning. According to Matin, Jandaghi, Karimi, & Hamidizadeh (2010) States that communication is the process of exchange of messages from one person to another either by
verbal or nonverbal. The student with the skills to communicate more easily communicate the variety of material pertaining to learning both spoken or written. According to DeVito (1997) there are five indicators of communicative skills, namely openness, empathy, supportiveness, positive attitude and equality. According Cvetic (2011) simplify and standardize the process of communication and the establishment of effective communication skills (such as clear verbal communication, concern on nonverbal communication and listening skills and conflict management) are steps to improve interaction and decrease or prevent communication. In the learning process, students should not only receive information, recall and memorization, but students are required to skillfully speak, skilled to ask questions, express opinions and ideas in front of a class or group discussions, actively engage and enrich themselves with ideas.

Based on the information found, low learning outcomes students are influenced by the interaction of the learning activity 1) interpersonal communication between students with students, students with teachers is low; 2) use of model of learning by teachers who are less precise and varied; 3) teachers are seen more often actively using conventional learning model. As a result of these circumstances make the students become passive and there was learning that centered on teacher (teacher centered), students are not given the opportunity to be involved in learning so that only acts as a listener only, as a result they are less sure about its ability to contend. Effective communication is not just about the exchange of information. Effective communication incorporating a set of capabilities such as nonverbal communication, listening intently, and the ability to carry themselves with a calm and confident in front of others(Reddy, Gopi, & Aneel 2013:20).

According to Kagan & Kagan (2009) a model of learning quiz-quiz trade has functions such as class building, social skills, knowledge building and learning procedure. While the learning model inside-outside circle has functions such as class building, social skills, knowledge building and thinking skills that make up the student to actively communicate and cooperate so as to foster social skills. Cooperative Learning can be defined as a method of teaching that engages students in the learning process to understand and learn the contents of the subject (Slavin, 2011). Cooperative Learning is composed of five basic elements: positive addiction, the promotion of interaction, individual accountability of teaching social and interpersonal skills, and quality of processing group (Tran 2014:131).

According to Kagan & High (2002) described cooperative learning as a teaching method in which students work in groups and interaction in it to guarantee the positive freedom, individual accountability, equal participation, and interaction at the same time. Model learning of quiz-quiz trade is a model of cooperative learning that is carried out by two students, they are paired and Exchange questions using the card, the card inside the teachers have prepared questions. In practice, teacher divides the students into two groups, once divided and met her partner they are answering questions and explaining that already exist in the card so on until time has been determined.

While the cooperative learning model in inside-outside circle learning is a model system with inside circle and outside circle. In practice, teacher divides a half of the existing number of students into two groups and form an inside circle facing out and the rest forms the outside circle facing into inside. Here, students face each other and share information simultaneously with the card that is already provided by the teacher, students who were in the inside circle rotates clockwise then share information to front side of new friends, and so on until the time has been determined. This can be a good strategy to find out students’ understanding, review process, the practice of dialogue in the book text, and a meeting with classmates (Liang 2002:36).

The existence of cooperative learning model quiz-quiz trade and inside-outside circle, existing problems in the classroom can be completed, in addition to working students, contribute together, and skilled in communicating or delivering an opinion, theideas and the idea ofa very helpful once in their everyday lives, so in the process of learning can run as expected. More interesting Results gotten showed that students’ success through cooperative learning relate to their satisfaction in the activity, perception, a feeling of success in learning, a learning experience, and the level of activity (Uhler & Lanter2012). Cooperative learning is an effective method to use in problem-solving task due to encourage students to express their views (Leasa & Corebima 2017).

According to Afian (2011:217) excellence from the learning model quiz-quiz trades is this model emphasize to students how to exchange information, build knowledge and teach something to others, so that students are more expected to absorb the material. Communicative skills are highly popularized in this model (Soetipto2010:189). The students who are less ably convey material trained through this model. While according Ningtyiyanti (2016:25) stated that the excellence of learning methods inside-outside circle is the existence of a clear structure and allow students to share with a different partner in short and regular. In addition to that, the students work with fellow students in an atmosphere of cooperative and have manyopportunities to cultivate and improve the skills of communicative information. In an attempt to overcome these problems, need solutions to solve problems by applying cooperative learning model quiz-quiz trade and inside-outside circle. Cooperative learning model quiz-quiz trade and inside-outside circle is a learning model developed by Kagan & Kagan. The main strength of the cooperative education as a practice-based learning strategy lies not in how
students gain the opportunity to learn in the classroom and in the workplace, but this opportunity be integrated to form a better learning of the these parts (Eames & Coll 2010). According to Davoudi & Mahimpo (2012:1139) declared that the teacher can learn some simple structures so that it becomes more confident through the implementation of cooperative learning. The ability of the students grow where they can demonstrate the ideas, concerns, and feelings. Cooperative learning model Kagan allows learners learn better due to Language learning environment is not boring. The researchers used a model cooperative learning quiz-quiz trade and inside-outside circle so that it is very suitable to be applied in Junior High School Satu Atap Melai One so that the process of learning in that school can improve learning outcomes and students’ communicative skill. Students can also actively study and cultivate social skills and can improve the ability to communicate between fellow processed so that it can improve student learning outcomes. The structure of cooperative learning more authentic, representative, and judgment is more efficient (Kagan, 2009:15.6).

Therefore, the researchers conducted a classroom action research (CAR) and choose to implement cooperative learning model quiz-quiz-trade and the inside-outside circle that can improve communication skills and student learning outcomes in class VIII junior high school the country one roof Melai One Wakatobi.

II. METHOD

The type of this research is Classroom Action Research (CAR). It is a process of Research studies on learning in the classroom through self-reflection in efforts to solve the problem with how to do a variety of actions planned in real situation and analyze the influence in each treatment (Sanjaya, 2015:44). Research in CAR was done by two cycles, each consisting of four phases, namely planning, implementation, observation, and reflection. The subject in this study was grade VIII Junior High School Satu Atap Melai One that consisted of 20 students; 8 men and 12 women. The time of the research was carried out in January and February 2017.

The instruments of this research were observation sheet of the implementation of the learning process by teachers and students. Instrument of students’ communicative skills using observation sheet assessment of several aspects; openness, empathy, being supportive, positive attitude, and equality. The student learning outcomes was used the cognitive test.

III. RESULTS

3.1 Learning Implementation

Implementation of the learning gained from the learning process observation sheets filled out by the observer. The data analysis done by dividing the score obtained by the maximum score is then multiplied by 100%. Following the results of the data analysis exercise of learning can be seen in table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Observation</th>
<th>Cycle 1st (%)</th>
<th>Cycle 2nd (%)</th>
<th>Improvement (%)</th>
<th>Criteria</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>Implementation of learning by teachers</td>
<td>80.09%</td>
<td>93.45%</td>
<td>13.36%</td>
<td>very good</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>Implementation of learning by students</td>
<td>77.99%</td>
<td>92.41%</td>
<td>14.42%</td>
<td>very good</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Based on Table 1 it can be stated that implementation of the learning experience increased with the criteria very well. The graph of the increased implementation of learning can be seen in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Enhanced Learning Implementation by Teachers and Students

3.2 The students’ Communicative Skill

The students’ communicative skills were measured based on the result of observation that conducted
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by the observer in each meeting on the cycle 1st and cycle 2nd. The data analysis was done by dividing the score obtained by the maximum score was then multiplied by 100%. The results of the analysis of the median then flatten. The following is the results of student's communicative skills. It can be seen in table 2:

Table 2. Results of Students' Communicative Skills

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Aspects of Assessment</th>
<th>Cycle 1st %</th>
<th>Cycle 2nd %</th>
<th>Improvement %</th>
<th>Criteria</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>Openness</td>
<td>85.21%</td>
<td>92.08%</td>
<td>6.87%</td>
<td>Very Good</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>Empathy</td>
<td>73.96%</td>
<td>85.21%</td>
<td>11.25%</td>
<td>Very Good</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>Support Attitude</td>
<td>60.00%</td>
<td>75.94%</td>
<td>15.94%</td>
<td>Good</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.</td>
<td>Positive Attitude</td>
<td>74.38%</td>
<td>78.85%</td>
<td>4.47%</td>
<td>Good</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.</td>
<td>Equality</td>
<td>84.06%</td>
<td>88.13%</td>
<td>4.07%</td>
<td>Very Good</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>average</td>
<td>75.52%</td>
<td>84.04%</td>
<td>8.52%</td>
<td>Very Good</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Based on table 2 results, it can be known that the students’ communicative skills have increased. The graph of the students’ communicative skill results can be seen in Figure 2.

Figure 2. The Results of Students' Communicative Skills

3.3 Students' Learning Outcomes

The data were assessed on cognitive learning obtained from the post-test in the end of each cycle 1st and cycle 2nd. The classical learning completeness of the students is calculated by dividing the number of students who completed with the total number of students and it is then multiplied by 100%. The data of the students’ learning outcomes improvement from the first cycle to the second cycle can be seen in Table 3.

Table 3. Results of Student Learning Outcomes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Value Range</th>
<th>Cycle 1st %</th>
<th>Cycle 2nd %</th>
<th>Improved %</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>70 to 100</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>45%</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>95%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>&lt;70</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>55%</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Total</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Based on Table 3, it can be seen the improvement of the students’ learning outcomes. The graph of students’ learning outcomes can be seen in Figure 3.
IV. DISCUSSION

4.1 Implementation of Learning by Teacher and Student

Learning model quiz-quiz trade and inside-outside circle is a cooperative learning model developed by Kagan & Kagan. It is like the other models of cooperative learning; model of learning quiz-quiz trade and inside-outside circle is a group learning in pairs and form a circle using the reserved answers card. In the implementation of both the cooperative learning involves the active students in learning, so that may give rise to an attitude of social skills, improved interpersonal skills, leading to a sense of cohesiveness within the interact so as to establish cooperation in exchanging information between fellow students.

According to Soetjipto (2010:201) model learning quiz-quiz trade can emphasize requests to students to How to exchange information, build knowledge and teach something to others, so the students are expected to be more absorbing material”. While according to Suyatno (2009:69) “model of learning inside-outside circle learning is a model system with a small circle and big circle where students sharing information at the same time with a different partner with short and regular. In the implementation of model learning quiz-quiz trade and inside-outside circle in Junior High School Satu Atap Melai One, the researcher divided the students into two groups; there were Group A (top) and Group B (down) on the basis of the students ‘academic ability.

The implementation of cooperative learning model quiz-quiz trade and inside-outside circle in Junior High School Satu Atap Melai One was done in two cycles in which each cycle consisted of four times. The application of model learning quiz-quiz trade was held on the first and third meetings while learning model inside-outside circle meetings were held on the second and fourth. In the implementation of the process of learning is to know the accuracy of the application of the cooperative learning model quiz-quiz trade and inside-outside circle used observation sheets of accuracy and the execution of the learning process by teachers and students. They were observed by two teachers’ observer.

On the application of cooperative learning model quiz-quiz trade and inside-outside circle in cycle 1st, there still had many weakness due to on the application of cooperative learning model quiz-quiz trade in the first and third meetings, students were still shy and hesitant when asked his partner to use the card, students always forgot to raise their hand when finished asking his/her partner. Whereas, the application of the cooperative learning model in inside-outside circle in the second and fourth meetings, the students always made joking around and playing, students at a time when rotating clockwise was still always find the same spouse, the teacher made trouble in setting the time at the time of implementation of the activities of the learning process as planned in the implementation of the learning. This led to the results of the implementation of the process of learning quiz-quiz trade and inside-outside circle have not yet reached the success because under 81% i.e. Out of 80.09% for the implementation of learning by teachers and of 77.99% for the implementation of the process of learning by students.

After conducting the reflections and the improvements in cycle 2nd, it obtained an increase in the implementation of the process learning by teachers namely of 93.45% was categorized excellent and 92.41% on the implementation process of learning by students was also categorized excellent. In line with the results of the study of Wahyu (2015) stated that these problems can be overcome on the cycle 2nd so that learning can
run smoothly and as planned. The improvement that was done on this cycle 2nd were the teacher in the learning process has been successful in implementing and it was appropriate with the time that was provided lesson plans, students become accustomed and not shy or hesitant in performing the activities of cooperative learning quiz-quiz trade if they raised their hand after the completing asking and answering on her partner, the next model in inside-outside circle of students did not make joking around and playing in answering the question of his running mate so that students could be serious and confident in their group. The students could interact with her partner, shared information and gave praise against his/her friends so that it could improve social skills. The student worked based on the teacher’s instruction to fit spinning clockwise that had found the right partner. The students who worked in groups were very cooperative, helping one another to do better during class activities (Gull & Hashim 2015:252). The main activity of cooperative learning was the students who worked in a group, try to hit the target together, thus it could add the value to the Group's success. This component helped the students in many other ways, for example, in improving themselves conceptual, self-confidence (Zakaria, Solfotri, David, & Abidin 2013:100), clearing of social skills and class participation was increasing. The teacher as educators provided the students with attention to how to motivate, educate so that learning was done running optimally. The results of the research conducted by Khakiiim, Degeng & Widiati (2016:1732) stated that teacher did motivation by showing warmth and enthusiastic when communicating and interacting with the students.

4.2 The Students’ Communicative Skill

In observation sheet of students’ communicative skill, there are 5 aspects of the assessment that being observed, namely: 1) openness, include: students can start any new relationship with others, students can demonstrate openness in relationships with others, and students can show their self-confidence to others and share the feeling with a greeting or be shaken; 2) empathy, include: students can demonstrate the attention to others when speaking, students can keep the feelings of others at the moment of speaking, and the students can understand the desires of others while receiving the questions or the answers during speaking; 3) supportiveness, include: students can give an explanation if it is not able to answer the question correctly, students can give an award/commendation against talking after answering a question correctly, and the students do activities in spontaneity while talking with friends; 4) positivity, include: the students can appreciate the difference of opinions to others when asking and answering questions, students can think positively towards others while talking, and unsuspecting students excessively against the talking; and 5) equality, students can recognize the importance of the presence of others addressed by not feeling shy, nervous and jittery at a time when speaking, students do not dominate talks when communicating with others, and students can communicate with the familiar and comfortable with the caller.

The results of the observation of students’ communicative skill that was done by two observers, on cycle 1st obtained an average percentage 75.52% with good criteria. While on cycle 2nd gained a percentage of the average value of 84.04% with the criteria very well. Based on the analysis above, it can be said that the application of the cooperative learning model quiz-quiz trade and inside-outside circle could improve the students’ communicative skills. It is well known that students do not feel awkward and hesitant in delivering answers to his/her partner, students already feel convinced and confident over on the ability to communicate between fellow using the card. In addition to that, students can work together in delivering a message or search for information, as well as actively involved in learning so that it can improve the students’ ability in communication. The research that was conducted Riyadi, Soetjipto & Amiruddin (2016:94) stated that students in his group seeks to link concepts that have been owned and developed the concept in depth through group discussion activities, students are able to communicate information with a good, complete their duties with full responsibility, students help each other to solve problems and share the material with his friends, students work together in earnest, no longer be passive in the classroom, every issue completed in groups by means of expression respectively. The research that was conducted by Dewi (2016) in cycle 1st, the students’ communicative skill with a learning model of application of Two Stay Two Stray and Round Robin retrieved 74.03% and has increased significantly on the cycle 2nd of 81.34% so that it can be concluded that learning through the application of TSTS and Round Robin can improve students’ communicative skills and learning outcomes of Social Science in SDN Kupang 1 Jabongrade IV.

4.3 The Students’ Learning Outcomes

The student learning outcomes measured in this study is the result of student learning in the cognitive domain with levels C1, C2 and C3 that are made by researcher refers to the book of curriculum 2013 grade VIII in semester 2. This book is taken from the Ministry of education and culture. The instrument of the students’ learning outcomes tests is created by researchers in the form of the written tests are multiple choice and descriptions that consists of 25 items. As for the terms of the minimum passing grade (MPG), students with a value of 70. The improvement of students’ learning outcomes can be seen from the development of the results of the students’ test scores at the end of each cycle.
In 1st cycle, there were 9 students who achieved MPG, whereas students who had yet to achieve MPG Consisted of 11 students. Seeing from the results of students’ learning success at the 1st cycle, there were the students who had not succeeded because the students were still completely under MPG. But if comparing with result of the learning in the pre-test the number of students who completed MPG increased 45% in 1st cycle.

In 2nd Cycle, it has been completed the results of students who achieved in which 18 students or by 90%, while the value that had not reached MGP consisted of 2 students. Seeing the result of the students’ learning outcome has been achieved the criteria of success in 2nd cycle. Thus, the results of the students’ achievement from 1st cycle to 2nd cycle has increased. Based on the analysis results, it can be stated that with the application of learning model cooperative quiz-quiz trade and inside-outside circle could improve the students’ learning outcomes in social science class VIII in Junior High School Satu Atap Melai One Wakatobi.

The successfullness of the students’ learning outcomes was caused the students enthusiastically learn and colonized subject matter by using model quiz-quiz trade and inside-outside circle that occurred on 2nd cycle so there was an improvement on in. The students also showed good achievements in social science lessons after the teacher giving tests. During the implementation of the actions, the teachers provided the motivation, direction, and guidance during the learning process took place so that students got good grades. The effort of the students to get good grades was in earnest and diligent to study so that a predetermined learning objectives could be achieved. In line with research conducted by Nurhaniyah, Soetjipto & Hanurawan (2015:168) explained that the students wanted to get good grades because they wanted to be more proficient in the subject of social science, and considered that social science was useful to their lives. The reason students above indicated a strong desire to be the best. To realize the achievement of required capabilities in the mastery of the subject matter. The efforts made by students to get good grades was diligently in learning, trying and praying. The attitude and effort students above ought to be appreciated that they already had a concern to keep learning.

V. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATION

Based on the results of the study it can be concluded that the application of the cooperative learning model quiz-quiz trade and inside-outside circle could enhance the learning process of teachers and students in the social sciences lesson, especially at the implementation 2nd cycle, implementation of learning by teachers increased from 80.09% in 1st cycle became the 93.45% in 2nd cycle, implementation of learning by students increased from 77.99% in 1st cycle became the 92.41% in 2nd cycle. Besides, the students’ communicative skill also increased from 1st cycle to 2nd cycle in which of 84.04%, and the results of student learning increased by 90%. Based on the results of the study, it is suggested to use the various models and learning media in any process of learning activities that can help teachers and students in learning. In addition to that, the learning objectives should be achieved at each meeting properly. Therefore, it is expected to every teacher particularly the teacher of social science can apply the learning models that he/she knew and it is developed in any activity the learning process. It is aimed to make the students do not feel bored and saturated in learning. The Social Science Teachers’ Forum are expected to always conduct the meeting in any activity so that they can add their insight and knowledge about a wide variety of learning models that exist. In order to be developed and applied in school, techniques or learning strategies should be mastered by the teacher in order they can develop their creativity and professionalism.
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